
The company Midex collected more than $20
mln during the tokensale.
The Midex tokesale is over after 90 days. During this period, 20 million tokens were sold at a price
between $1 and $1.20.

TALLIN, ESTONIA, April 20, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Midex tokesale is over after 90 days.
During this period, 20 million tokens were sold at a price between $1 and $1.20 and the number
of transactions on the site reached 7 million.

According to CEO of Midex Dmitry Machikhin, the availability of a working product - a licensed
cryptocurrency exchange, a presence of a powerful international team and transparent company
structure allowed for a successful tokensale. In the last month, there were MDX tokens sold
instantly. In addition, during tokensale, Midex visited 20 cities in different countries of the world
(including the US, Great Britain, Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong), to meet with the community,
investors, partners, and regulators.

The exchange - the main financial Midex platform - will launch in May 2018. At the moment, the
cryptocurrency exchange is in final testing. 

Midex Exchange is a fully licensed platform for performing all types of operations with
cryptocurrency. Midex has a license in Estonia. Moreover, the company is preparing to obtain a
license in the UK and Japan soon. To create Midex Exchange attracted a powerful international
legal team, bankers and people with an impeccable reputation in the blockchain world.

The main advantage of the Midex Exchange is its own unique software with a performance of 1.5
million orders per second. Also, very soon it will be possible to conduct more than 100,000
bargains per second with the opportunity to record all transactions made on the exchange. It will
allow absolute transparency of the bidding process to be achieved.

Midex Exchange is the first service, which allows working with cryptocurrency exchanges using
only one interface and private API keys.
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